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Minutes of  NKU AGILITY COMMITTEE MEETING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date: 7.10.2017 
Place: Liberec, Czech 
Time: Saturday 16.00, during AWC competitions 
 
Attended: Risto Ojanperä (F), Harald Schjelderup(N), Christina Simson(S), Allan Hansen(DK) 
 
 
Referent: Allan Hansen 
 
 
 
AGENDA 

These topics were presented for countries. Now we will discuss them more and make 
decisions if needed. 

 First our chairman welcomes Christina Simson as delegate from Sweden. 

1. Approval of the agenda 

• Approved 

2. Approval of the minutes of last meeting agenda (Sweden, Upplands Väsby 2017) 

• Approved 

3. Sweden: Information on what applies in Sweden for all competing dogs according to 

Swedish national regulations  and proposal from Finland (Results to change the level): 

• S inform of the new rules in sizes, XS and L are the new ones. It’s up to every 

handler to decide. (FIN has send application in for approval for the same sizes 

from 1-1-2018) 

• S accept that dog from outside Sweden the classification from the home country, 

with this statement all 4 nations agree of this point. 
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4. Finland: Proposal 

Measuring:  
▪ the national measuring must be respected. If a dog comes for other 

Nordic country for competing it competes in the class it has been 
measured in its own country  

▪ -> if only FCI sizes, then according the FCI sizes 
▪ -> if national sizes that are not in the origin country, there is a possibility to 

define the national size in the country where the competition is held  
▪ -> it is the choice of the origin country if they accept the result in other 

classes than their own 
All points approved by all 4 nations. 

 

5. Finland: Proposal 

Nordic teams for EO and JEO 
▪ Proposal that all Nordic countries would give a 1st chance to form a joint 

Nordic team if there is not full teams from their own country. Finland 
sends / is sending part of full teams and also so has participants without a 
full team.  

▪ change the level in other country 
As committee, it’s not up to us to decide this, however we agreed to pass it on to 
the team leaders for EO. Then they can decide to use this possibility. 

 

6. Finland: Proposal 

Nordic Junior camp and Nordic Championships 
▪ is there an interest for joint agility camp for junior handlers and/or the 

Nordic Junior Agility Championships  
As F-S and N do have a junior work from kennel club point, they have a good 
base for this. DK do not at this point. 
S: think that this camp is a good idea. 
F: Yes for sure 
N: already have a Norwegian championship for junior, therefor not 100% sure if 
it’s a god idea. 
DK: Think that the idea is good, but at this present time, not something that we 
can attend. Junior work in DK is not organized as we will like to have. 
 
Alternative idea from N: can we invite juniors for NAC or at a large show, and 
have the event there. 
This idea we will check back home. 
Also check for next time if there are support in finance for the juniors. 
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7. Status of NAC 2018, Finland 

11-12 August in Vantaa. Indoor. 

Approx. 15 min from Vantaa airport. 

 

Finland will send out hotel and prices soon, they will like to have all teams in the 
same hotel. 

 

Friday they will have an official CACIAG trail, judge will be: Jan Suomelsinen 

 

Plan for now: 

Training and vet Friday  

Time schedule will come later  

 

8. Status of NAC 2019, Denmark: 

Voting the judges: 

• Greg Derrett (UK)  (18) 

• Rolf Franck (D) (19) 

• Peter Kindle (CH) (12) 

• Mirja Lapanja (SLO) (4) 

• Vittorio Papavero (ITA) (20) 

• Gaby Steppan (AUT) (8) 

We did have the voting: result: 

1. Selection: Vittorio Papavero 

2. Selection: Rolf Frank 

3. Selection: Greg Derrett 

Denmark will invite and inform. 

 

Contack judge will be appointed shortly. 

 

9. Status and time schedule of the NAC working document and rules 

Rules are waiting for final approval by NKU board. 

Working document: Allan will send to Risto, as SAGI do have time to do the final 
work. 

 We do have our NKU web, where rules and documents will be placed. 
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10. FCI European section general assembly news related to the cooperation interest of 

Baltics States 

FCI did not split in two, with this in mind we put this idea to rest. 

Risto will inform the countries that has been in dialog with us. 

 

 

11. Other topics 

NAC 2017, we did miss some atmosphere, let’s try to get this back in the 
championship. 

 

NAC: question, do we need to be indoor? No, that is not a demand. 

 

New delegate from Sweden: SAGIK has send a proposal to SKK (dennis 
Sørensen) 

 

 

12. Next meeting 

• Meeting in Feb2019 in Sweden. 

 

 

Meeting ended 17.40 
 

 


